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INTRODUCTION 

OVERVIEW AND STUDY AREA 
The Southwestern Pennsylvania Commission (SPC) has commenced this planning study to 

explore existing multimodal transportation needs, future trends, and potential improvement 

strategies along the State Route (SR) 885 and Second Avenue corridor in the City of Pittsburgh, 

Allegheny County. Specifically, the study corridor spans Second Avenue from the 10th Street 

Bridge in the Bluff neighborhood, south through South Oakland, Greenfield, and Hazelwood, to 

a southern terminus at its intersection with SR 837 in Hays (Exhibit 1). The overall study corridor 

spans approximately five linear miles and includes side-segments connecting to Oakland via the 

SR 885/Bates Street route between Second Avenue and Boulevard of the Allies. 

Exhibit 1: Study Area Location Map 
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PROJECT STEERING COMMITTEE AND VISION 
SPC is proceeding with this study effort in partnership with a broader project Steering 

Committee comprised of key staff from SPC, the Pennsylvania Department of Transportation 

(PennDOT), Allegheny County, the Port Authority of Allegheny County (PAAC), and the City of 

Pittsburgh. The Steering Committee recognizes that the SR 885/Second Avenue corridor is one 

of both local and regional significance. Locally, it serves as the key transportation link for 

residents, community activities, businesses, services, and industry sites directly along the 

corridor and throughout the adjacent neighborhoods. Regionally, it has been identified as a 

corridor of significance for the City and the County as it serves as one of the primary means of 

connecting the communities of the Lower Monongahela River Valley and the South Hills with 

major job centers in Oakland, South Side, and Downtown. 

Additionally, the study corridor is expected to experience a significant amount of growth through 

development sites that include the Hazelwood Green (Almono) development, the Carrie 

Furnace site in Rankin, continued growth at the Homestead Waterfront, Pittsburgh Technology 

Center, Southside Works, and within the Hazelwood Local Neighborhood Commercial District. It 

is, therefore, critical from an economic development and community/quality of life standpoint 

that the impacts of these developments are considered when planning for the overall vision of 

this corridor. Within this context, the following Draft Vision Statement has been developed by 

the Steering Committee for the SR 885/Second Avenue Multimodal Corridor Study: 

"The study should make recommendations that will improve safety and 

mobility for all travel modes and are supportive of existing neighborhoods 

and planned land use context along the corridor.” 

PROJECT GOALS AND STRATEGIES 
In support of the project Vision and based on Steering Committee guidance, study goals will 

include the exploration of long-term improvements to manage congestion and delays through 

multimodal strategies that: 

 Focus on decreasing the prevalence of single-occupancy vehicle trips. 

 Provide the mobility services and facilities necessary to enable growth and development 

in neighborhoods along the corridor including rapid, reliable, sustainable and resilient 

travel choices to Downtown Pittsburgh and other regional destinations. 

 Encourage bicycle travel along the corridor (although not necessarily on SR 885) on a 

complete trail network. 

 Increase the use of transit, transit progression, carpool and other modes throughout the 

corridor. 

 Preserve and enhance local quality of life and economic prosperity along the corridor. 

 Promote compact land development patterns and infill development in developed areas, 

as per local land use plans. 

 Promote solutions that are contextual to the changing character of adjacent land uses 

along the state route. 

Stakeholder and public outreach will be integrated throughout the planning process to confirm, 

expand, or refine the perspectives articulated by the draft project vision, goals, and strategies. 
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PROJECT CONTEXT 

LOCAL CONTEXT 
From a community perspective, particularly through the Hazelwood area, the study corridor 

plays an important role as an active, vibrant main street corridor – despite some aging 

infrastructure – with notable residential uses, local businesses, activity centers, and gathering 

places. Multimodal pedestrian, bicycle, transit, and vehicular access throughout the community 

are directly linked to local livability and safety interests, as well as local growth and 

redevelopment opportunities that support the area’s economy.  
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The Hazelwood neighborhood, located in the southern third of the corridor is home to 

approximately 2,000 people (American Community Survey 5-year estimates, 2016). Second 

Avenue is the primary route for these residents to access home and it also is the front door for 

local businesses and institutions located on Second Avenue, such as the Hazelwood Library.  

The City of Pittsburgh details zoning designations for the corridor and surrounding areas 

(Exhibit 2). The zoning designations generally reflect the current and desired future land uses 

for the corridor. The zoning and land use through the study area range widely and include urban 

industrial, neighborhood commercial, single and multi-unit residential, and planned and special 

districts. 

At the northern end of the study area, there are no buildings directly adjacent to Second Avenue 

and the roadway is largely isolated from immediately adjacent development by I-376 and the 

Monongahela River. The County jail is located just outside of the corridor, northwest of the 10th 

Street Bridge. Parking lots, the River and an industrial (cement) facility are located between 10th 

Street and the Birmingham Bridge. Further south and east, land uses along the corridor are 

predominantly office and commercial (adjacent to the river) with limited connectivity to 

neighborhoods and development north and east of I-376. Approximately between Saline Street 

and Hazelwood Avenue land use is predominantly industrial with a transition to the Hazelwood 

neighborhood’s residential and institutional uses beginning near Hazelwood Avenue. Further 

south, the corridor transitions to a mix of neighborhood uses, with mixed use buildings and 

commercial and institutional uses predominant directly on Second Avenue and residential uses 

predominant in surrounding blocks. The Hazelwood Green planned unit development zone is 

located between Second Avenue/Irvine Street and the River at the northern end of the 

Hazelwood neighborhood. Industrial uses are clustered along the river from points south of the 

Hazelwood Green development through the remainder of the study area. 
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Exhibit 2: Study Area Zoning Map 
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REGIONAL CONTEXT 
Alongside its local community context, the SR 885 and Second Avenue study corridor also 

functions as a broader primary transportation link along the north side of the Monongahela 

River. In this capacity, it connects access between the Glenwood Bridge and areas south 

directly to downtown Pittsburgh. Key junctions include Greenfield Avenue; the Hot Metal Bridge 

and I-376/Bates Street area; the Brady Street intersection and access to Forbes Avenue, Fifth 

Avenue, and the Birmingham Bridge; and the 10th Street/Armstrong Tunnel intersection with 

direct access to downtown. The corridor supports a variety of major freight sites, existing 

technical business and industry centers, and significant future development opportunities. 

Balancing corridor usage and facilities to effectively serve all users across the local and regional 

transportation contexts is an important and challenging role that the corridor must play. 
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Spanning both the local and regional contexts, the study corridor provides key transportation 

connections to a wide variety of regionally significant destinations or activity hubs (Exhibit 3). 

Exhibit 3: Regional Places 

 

Regional Places Numbered Site Index: 

1. Downtown Pittsburgh CBD 

2. North Shore/Stadium Area 

3. Strip District 

4. Station Square 

5. Pittsburgh Technology Center 

6. Hazelwood Green Development Site 

7. Southside Works 

8. Homestead Waterfront 

9. Carrie Furnace Development Site 

10. University of Pittsburgh (Pitt) 

11. Carnegie Mellon University (CMU) 

12. Schenley Park 

13. Frick Park 

14. Children’s Hospital of Pittsburgh 

15. Pittsburgh Zoo & PPG Aquarium 

16. Southwestern Veterans Center 

17. Century III Mall Area 

18. Allegheny County Airport (AGC) 

19. Bettis Laboratory 

20. Pittsburgh International Airport (PIT) 

 

Beyond vehicular travel and the area’s roadway network, the study corridor also provides 

access to or is surrounded by important regional multimodal travel options (Exhibit 4). 
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Exhibit 4: Regional Multimodal Connectivity 

 

Via transit service in and around downtown Pittsburgh, for example, options include access to 

the Port Authority’s 5-mile West Busway, 4.3-mile South Busway, and 9.1-mile Martin Luther 

King, Jr. East Busway, as well as the 26.2-mile light rail system (the T System), including Blue 

Line and Red Line services that link neighborhoods throughout the South Hills to the North 

Shore. Additional transit access on/near the corridor also links with the University of Pittsburgh’s 

shuttle system. For broader travel, downtown transportation hubs near Liberty Avenue and 11th 

Street include access to interstate bus services via Greyhound and Megabus, as well as 

Amtrak’s Capital Limited and Pennsylvanian routes from their Pittsburgh Station. The Pittsburgh 

International Airport (PIT) is located approximately 24-miles west of the study corridor, while the 

Allegheny County Airport (AGC) – a vital business and corporate travel hub for the area – is 

located just 7-miles to the south.  

While not all regional travel options have a direct relationship or existing direct connection with 

the corridor, the overall system is interconnected, so change in one part of the system often 

impacts other areas. Understanding and accounting for these dynamics will help to support the 

development of a plan and strategies that effectively address both local and regional needs. 
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BACKGROUND PLANS/STUDIES 
In addition to this multimodal study, numerous plans ranging from local to regional scales on a 

variety of topics exist or are in development for areas adjacent to or encompassing the 

SR 885/Second Avenue study corridor. Examples include:  

 Greater Hazelwood Neighborhood Plan 

 Hazelwood Green Master Plan (Preliminary Land Development Plan) 

 City of Pittsburgh Bicycle Plan 

 Mon-Oakland Mobility Plan 

A full list of plans/studies with potential relevance are provided in Appendix A. These plans have 

varying degrees of relevance to the SR 885/Second Avenue multimodal corridor planning 

process. At a minimum, all offer information on stakeholder perspectives and the planning 

context, and many of the plans suggest goals, recommendations, and implementation strategies 

that will be important to consider in development of this corridor plan. 
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As the public and stakeholder engagement process, vision, and goal-setting phases of this 

corridor study get underway, it is worth noting that many of these plans have undergone 

extensive public engagement efforts. The ideas and input gathered through these other 

planning processes offer important foundational material for this corridor study. Most are 

composed of goals/principles made up of the following general themes: 

 Mobility and Accessibility 

 Economic Growth and Revitalization 

 Environmental Sustainability 

 Community Enhancement and Identity 

 Equity and Health 

Stakeholder and public engagement activities under this study will honor the energies already 

put forth into development of other plans by using these themes and overlapping goals as the 

starting point for planning. At the same time this corridor planning process will offer new 

opportunities to guide development of this multimodal corridor plan, which has its own unique 

scope and role for guiding future investment and actions. 

Potential transportation projects and development activity in and around the study corridor 

should also be considered for planning and development coordination. Potential project sources 

range from committed or planned expenditures in programming documents such as PennDOT’s 

Transportation Improvement Program (TIP) or SPC’s Long Range Transportation Plan (LRTP), 

to proposed or aspirational projects identified by the various background plans and studies 

noted previously. Summary project recommendations (by others) listed for areas in or near the 

SR 885/Second Avenue study are listed below (Exhibit 5); details are in Appendix A. 

Beyond project-specifics, general policies or 

policy recommendations that could be 

important to development of this corridor plan 

will also be reviewed throughout future 

planning, alternatives development, or 

prioritization efforts. Examples may include 

existing Travel Demand Management 

strategies and policies that are currently in 

development as part of SPC’s Smart Moves 

initiative that encompasses their latest long-range 

transportation plan update. 

  

(https://spcregion.org/smartmoves.asp) 

 

https://spc-smart-moves.metroquest.com/
https://spcregion.org/smartmoves.as
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Exhibit 5: Study Area Planned Projects (by Others) 

Project Source 

Pedestrian/Bicycle Related  

Blair Street Bicycle Path (Hazelwood Green) City of Pittsburgh / Almono LP 

PA 837 Pedestrian Bridge PennDOT / TIP 

Transit Related  

Route Modification for PAAC Bus Route 57 PAAC 

Bus Rapid Transit – East End / Oakland / Downtown URA / PAAC 

PAAC Oakland BRT Signal Improvements SPC / LRTP 

Roadway/Traffic Related  

Almono -TIIF Highway Construction Almono LP / PennDOT / TIP 

Parkway East Corridor Transportation Safety Improvements PennDOT / TIP 

Bates Street Reconstruction and Capacity Upgrades SPC / LRTP 

Boulevard of the Allies / Bates to Interchange Ramp Resurfacing PennDOT / TIP 

Bridge Related  

Glenwood Bridge Preservation (MA08) Allegheny County / TIP 

Swinburne Bridge Restoration City of Pittsburgh / TIP 

Charles Anderson Bridge Replacement City of Pittsburgh / TIP 

Boulevard of the Allies Ramps Bridge Preservation PennDOT / TIP 

Boulevard of the Allies Ramp U Bridge Preservation PennDOT / TIP 

Armstrong Tunnel Bridge Restoration (AR01) Allegheny County / TIP 

10th Street Bridge Rehabilitation SPC / LRTP 

Glenwood Bridge Ramps Rehabilitation SPC / LRTP 
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NON-MOTORIZED TRANSPORTATION NETWORK 

WALKING TOURS AND OBSERVATIONS 
To commence an investigation of the existing transportation networks, SPC staff and members 

of the study’s consultant team conducted in-person field views of the overall corridor in 

December 2018 to review and experience existing multimodal transportation conditions 

firsthand. The team focused on observing corridor-wide walkability, accessibility, and the overall 

context of the multimodal travel route and its local communities. The team walked or drove the 

entire study corridor and specifically walked, photographed, and noted conditions along Second 

Avenue from the Glenwood Bridge to approximately north of Hazelwood Avenue; from the 

intersection of Irvine Avenue, Greenfield Avenue, and Saline Street to approximately Bates 

Street; and near 10th Street Bridge and Armstrong Tunnel. 

Insights from these tours were used to develop a better understanding of and frame of reference 

for existing conditions and potential corridor/community transportation needs – insights that, in 

turn, will enhance community/stakeholder outreach discussions and the development of future 

improvement alternatives. Based on these walking tours, highlights that were especially relevant 

to the SR 885/Second Avenue study were summarized by category as listed below, with key 

findings and representative photos samples incorporated throughout this report: 

 Non-Motorized Transportation Network 

o Sidewalk Conditions 

o Curb Ramp Installations 

o Bicycle Connections 

o Transit Stops 

 

 Motorized Transportation Network 

o Parking 

o Signage 

o Traffic 

o Freight 
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SIDEWALK CONNECTIVITY AND ACCESSIBILITY 

Sidewalk Network and Conditions  

Walking tour observations revealed that while sidewalk is present throughout much of the study 

corridor (Exhibit 6), sidewalk types, designs, and widths vary dramatically. Block-by-block 

design variations range from newer poured-concrete sidewalk, to older sidewalk with exposed 

aggregate, larger slabs, or various brick and paver combinations.  Sidewalk conditions also 

varied dramatically, ranging from newer ADA-standard pathways to damaged sections with trip 

hazards or significant drainage impacts, to major states of disrepair or entire missing sections. 
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Exhibit 6: Existing Sidewalk Network 
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Curb Ramp Installations 

As an integral part of the area’s sidewalk network, curb ramp types and conditions were also 

found to vary throughout the corridor. While many locations appeared to be up-to-date relative 

to current Americans with Disabilities (ADA) standards, these updates are not complete 

corridor-wide. Drainage issues, debris, and vehicle intrusion were evident at some locations. In 

addition to intersection curb ramps, a few site-specific properties/businesses within the 

Hazelwood area were also observed as having various types of ramps to facilitate access 

between the sidewalk and their building doorways. 
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BICYCLE CONNECTIVITY AND ACCESSIBILITY 
Except for Saline Street, on-street bicycle facilities are generally not present throughout the 

corridor, though there is a fairly robust bicycle and trail network throughout the broader area 

(Exhibit 7). The area offers opportunities to connect with existing elements of the Three Rivers 

Heritage Trail System, though access or connections into Hazelwood at the south end of the 

corridor are not currently complete or continuous, and localized bicycle travel must share 

congested travel lanes along portions of the corridor.  
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Exhibit 7: Existing Bicycle and Trail Network 
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MOTORIZED TRANSPORTATION NETWORK 

TRANSIT 

Transit Stop Locations and Connectivity 

From a connectivity perspective, transit stops throughout the corridor varied in location and 

localized amenities (e.g. shelters, available sidewalk/waiting area, and signage). The quality of 

location or access to most stops can be directly related to the quality of the sidewalk network 

and related sidewalk conditions. In some cases, such as near the southern end of the study 

corridor, north of Hazelwood Avenue, or in the vicinity of the Greenfield Avenue intersection and 

nearby railroad underpass, walking or crossing access to the existing transit stops was not ideal 

due to a lack of adequate or ADA-accessible pathways and waiting areas. 
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Port Authority Transit Routes 

From a transit systems perspective (Exhibit 8), the Port Authority currently provides service on 

or near the study corridor via several routes, including: 

 Route 56 (Lincoln Place): This is a primary route on the corridor and provides service 

between Downtown Pittsburgh and McKeesport. 

 Route 57 (Hazelwood): This is a primary route on the corridor and provides service 

between Downtown Pittsburgh and the Homestead Waterfront development via 

Johnston Avenue. 

 Route 58 (Greenfield): This is a primary route on the corridor and provides service 

between Downtown Pittsburgh and Greenfield via Greenfield Avenue. 

 Route 52L (Homeville Limited): This express route uses Second Avenue and I-376 and 

provides limited service between Downtown Pittsburgh and destinations such as the 

Homestead Waterfront, the Borough of Munhall, and the City of Duquesne. 

 Route 53L (Homestead Park Limited): This express route uses Second Avenue and 

I-376 and provides limited service between Downtown Pittsburgh and destinations such 

as Homestead Waterfront, the Borough of West Mifflin, the Century Square Shopping 

Plaza, and the Allegheny County Airport area. 

 Route 93 (Lawrenceville-Hazelwood): This route uses Hazelwood Avenue and provides 

service between the City of Pittsburgh neighborhoods of Hazelwood, Squirrel Hill, 

Oakland, Bloomfield, and Lawrenceville. 
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Exhibit 8: Existing Transit Routes, Stops, and Amenities 
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Boarding/Alighting Data 

The Port Authority provided AM and PM peak hour boarding and alighting data for the following 

study area intersections (Exhibit 10): 

1. Second Avenue at 10th Street Bridge/Armstrong Tunnel 

2. Second Avenue at Brady Street 

3. Second Avenue at Technology Drive 

4. Second Avenue at Middle Access Drive 

5. SR 885/Second Avenue at Bates Street 

6. SR 885/Bates Street at Boulevard of the Allies 

7. SR 885/Second Avenue at Hot Metal Street 

8. SR 885/Irvine Street at Greenfield Avenue 

9. Greenfield Avenue at Frazier Street/Swinburne Street 

10. SR 885/Second Avenue at Hazelwood Avenue  

11. SR 885/Second Avenue at Flowers Avenue 

12. SR 885/Second Avenue at Tecumseh Street 

13. SR 885/Second Avenue at Elizabeth Street 

14. SR 885/Second Avenue at Johnston Avenue 

15. SR 885/Second Avenue at Mansion Street 

16. SR 885/Second Avenue at Glenwood Avenue 

Exhibit 9 and Exhibit 10 show that 6 of 16 intersections host more than 15 boardings and 

alightings during the combined AM and PM peak hours. Four of these locations are in the 

Hazelwood neighborhood while the fifth and sixth locations are at the Bates Street and Irvine 

Street/Greenfield Avenue intersections. 

Exhibit 9: Total AM and PM Peak Bus Stop Usage at Study Intersections 

Study Intersection 

(# from above) 

AM 

Boardings/Alightings 

PM 

Boardings/Alightings 

TOTAL AM & PM 

Boardings/Alightings 

1 4 4 8 

2 0 2 2 

3 6 7 13 

4 4 9 13 

5 11 11 22 

6 6 4 10 

7 1 5 6 

8 11 6 17 

9 1 1 2 

10 7 11 18 

11 18 10 28 

12 7 26 33 

13 24 19 43 

14 1 3 4 

15 2 0 2 

16 4 3 7 
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Exhibit 10: Existing Transit Boarding/Alighting Data 
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AUTOMOBILE 

Traffic Volumes 

Existing daily and peak period traffic volumes were collected at various segment and 

intersection locations along the corridor (Exhibit 11). SPC conducted automatic traffic recorder 

(ATR) counts in November 2018 to capture daily traffic volumes, two of which by vehicle class, 

at the segment level. Hazelwood Green previously collected 13 intersection turning movement 

counts (TMCs) as part of its Phase I development studies in November 2017. SPC provided 

these counts to be used in conjunction with the five TMCs WRA collected in November 2018 to 

complete the vehicle, pedestrian, and bicycle volume data set for SR 885/Second Avenue. 

Listed below are the six ATR and 18 TMC locations in which volume data was collected. 

 SR 885/Second Avenue – North of Glenwood Bridge 

 SR 885/Second Avenue – South of Hazelwood Avenue 

 SR 885/Irvine Street – North of Hazelwood Avenue 

 SR 885/Second Avenue – Near Greenfield Avenue 

 Second Avenue – South of 10th Street Bridge 

 Greenfield Avenue – North of SR 885/Irvine Street 

 

 Second Avenue at 10th Street Bridge/Armstrong Tunnel 

 Second Avenue at Brady Street 

 Second Avenue at Technology Drive 

 Second Avenue at Middle Access Drive 

 SR 885/Second Avenue at Bates Street/Technology Drive 

 SR 885/Bates Street at the I-376 Interchange Ramps 

 SR 885/Bates Street at Boulevard of the Allies 

 SR 885/Second Avenue at Hot Metal Street 

 SR 885/Second Avenue at Bridgeside Driveway 

 SR 885/Irvine Street at Greenfield Avenue 

 Greenfield Avenue at Frazier Street/Swinburne Street 

 SR 885/Second Avenue at Hazelwood Avenue 

 SR 885/Second Avenue at Flowers Avenue 

 SR 885/Second Avenue at Tecumseh Street 

 SR 885/Second Avenue at Elizabeth Street 

 SR 885/Second Avenue at Johnston Avenue 

 SR 885/Second Avenue at Mansion Street 

 SR 885/Second Avenue at Glenwood Avenue 

The six ATR counts were compared to determine a universal AM and PM peak hour that best 

represents the entire corridor under its current most critical conditions. Based on the established 

peak hours of 7 AM to 8 AM and 4:15 PM to 5:15 PM, the corresponding volume data will be 

pulled from all collected TMCs, balanced, and used to validate the VISUM model interface with 

existing observed conditions; this model interface will combine Streetlight insight data and the 

SPC Regional Travel Demand Model.  

All processed ATRs and TMCs are included in Appendix B. 
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SR 885/Second Avenue is not only a vital route connecting neighborhoods, major highways, 

and the downtown central business district (CBD), but it also runs parallel with the Three Rivers 

Heritage Trail System. Trail counts will be conducted in spring 2019 to collect pedestrian and 

bicycle data at the following four locations (Exhibit 11): 

 Three Rivers Heritage Trail with Great Allegheny Passage Overlay to the north of the 

Hot Metal Bridge connection and to the east of Monongahela River 

 Three Rivers Heritage Trail to the south of the Hot Metal Bridge connection and to the 

east of Monongahela River 

 Three Rivers Heritage Trail with the Great Allegheny Passage Overlay to the south of 

the Hot Metal Bridge connection and to the west of Monongahela River 

 Three Rivers Heritage Trail to the north of the Hot Metal Bridge connection and to the 

west of Monongahela River 
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Exhibit 11: Traffic Volume and Trail Count Locations 
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The study corridor generally has significant daily traffic volumes up to approximately 20,000 

vehicles per day along with the adjacent Greenfield Avenue roadway hosting over 12,000 

vehicles per day (Exhibit 12). The lowest ADT segment along SR 885/Second Avenue is Site 3 

located between Greenfield Avenue and Hazelwood Avenue. Greenfield Avenue serves as a 

feeder route to/from points north along Second Avenue whereas Hazelwood serves as a feeder 

route to/from points south of Second Avenue, which explains the slightly lower ADT at Site 3 in 

between these two feeder routes. 

Exhibit 13 displays the highest AM and PM peak hour volumes at each site location per 

direction. In the AM, the northbound is the peak direction with over 1,500 vehicles on SR 

885/Second Avenue, which slightly decreases as travelers continue heading north toward the 

City of Pittsburgh while connecting to other roadways such as Boulevard of the Allies, Fifth 

Avenue, Forbes Avenue, and I-376. Inversely in the PM, the southbound is the peak direction 

with over 1,300 vehicles traveling out of the City toward the Hazelwood area and the same 

connector/feeder routes. 
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Exhibit 12: Existing Traffic Volume Summary (Daily) 

 

Exhibit 13: Existing Traffic Volume Summary (Peak Hour) 
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Vehicle Occupancy 

Because the SR 885/Second Avenue corridor has significant daily and peak hour volumes, the 

question is raised, “is carpooling/vanpooling present and prevalent?” Therefore, as part of the 

data collection efforts, a representative sample of vehicle occupancy (i.e. how many occupants 

are in a vehicle) was collected during the peak hours to determine the existing level of 

ridesharing in the corridor. The data was gathered when vehicles were stopped at three 

signalized intersections including Glenwood Avenue, Greenfield Avenue, and Hot Metal Street. 

The total observed sample size was 854 vehicles in the AM and 850 vehicles in the PM. The 

breakdown of occupants was summarized separately for the AM and PM peaks (Exhibit 14). 

Categories include one, two, three, or four or more occupants per vehicle. As shown, over 80% 

of vehicles traveling the corridor have single occupants, correlating to an average AM and PM 

average vehicle occupancy of 1.14 and 1.19, respectively. Currently, there is minimal 

ridesharing, especially with three or more occupants, on SR 885/Second Avenue. 

 

Exhibit 14: Existing Vehicle Occupancy 
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Parking Observations 

On-street parking occurs throughout the southern portions of the study corridor through 

Hazelwood, particularly in segments adjacent to local businesses (e.g. north of Elizabeth Street 

to Tecumseh Street) and residential areas (e.g. south of Elizabeth Street to Glenwood Avenue). 

Parking restrictions are generally consistent throughout these areas with full-time parking 

permitted in the southbound direction, and weekday AM peak period restrictions in the 

northbound direction. In most cases where parking occurs, vehicles do not fully utilize the on-

street lane; rather they encroach onto the adjacent curb and sidewalk, often constraining the 

available walkway width and likely contributing to sidewalk damage. 
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Parking Surveys (On-Street and Off-Street) 

Parking surveys summarized existing on-street parking and public parking lot supply for a seven 

block stretch of Second Avenue between the Glenwood Bridge and Hazelwood Avenue. The 

surveys identified estimated parking capacity and demand (in terms of the number or 

percentage of occupied parking spaces) during peak periods (Exhibit 15 and Exhibit 16). 

Within each block segment, the type of parking restriction or allowance, capacity, and 

occupancy were observed and documented using various sources such as the video recorded 

during vehicle travel time runs as part of the data collection efforts, the walkability audit/tour, 

and Google Earth Street View. Survey data (as reported in Exhibit 15 and Exhibit 16) 

summarized the available block length and estimated corresponding parking capacity; observed 

parking occupancy during the AM and PM peaks; and peak parking occupancy per block 

segment and total overall corridor. Summary findings include the following: 

 Generally, the northbound direction has on-street “no stopping” conditions from 

7 AM to 9 AM Monday through Friday, while the southbound direction has 

unrestricted on-street parking at all times. 

 The most occupied block segments in both the northbound and southbound 

directions are between Flowers Avenue and Mansion Street where a mixture of 

businesses (i.e. eateries/cafes, salons, pharmacies), churches, and residential 

houses/apartments are located on either side of SR 885/Second Avenue. 

 Some facilities such as the Carnegie Library of Hazelwood, U.S. Post Office, and 

La Gourmandine Bakery have privately-owned off-street parking lots adjacent to 

the corridor; no public off-street parking lots were otherwise available within the 

inventory area of the Hazelwood neighborhood. 

Field videos not only captured parking demand but also the parking trends and unique travel 

behavior within this area during certain times of the day. Field observation samples (Exhibit 17 

through Exhibit 19) illustrate the following: 

 On-street parking often encroaches onto the existing sidewalk, which prohibits 

pedestrians from utilizing the full width of the sidewalk or any of it at all. 

 Northbound lane usage through Hazelwood changes dynamically from block to 

block, with vehicles either staggering or travelling side-by-side depending on the 

size of vehicles, the level of congestion, the presence of parking restrictions 

and/or parked vehicles, and likely the comfort or familiarity levels of the drivers 

on the roadway. Despite restrictions within this area that prohibit parking from 

7 AM to 9 AM Monday through Friday in the northbound direction, the existing 

northbound travel/parking lane width of approximately 17’-6” (see Exhibit 28 later 

in this report) is technically too narrow for consistent two-lane usage by all 

vehicles all the time, as it effectively yields the equivalent of only 8’-9” per lane. 
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Exhibit 15: On-Street Parking Inventory and Occupancy Estimates 

Block & 

Direction 

Observed Parking 

Restrictions 

Block Length1 

Available for 

Parking (ft) 

Est Pkg 

Capacity 

(# Veh) 

Observed Pkg 

Occupancy 

(# Veh AM / PM) 

Peak Pkg 

Occupancy 

(%) 

1 – Between Hazelwood Ave and Flowers Ave  

NB No Stopping 7AM-9AM (M-F) 400’ 16 0 / 0 Unoccupied 

SB Unrestricted 300’ 12 0 / 0 Unoccupied 

2 – Between Flowers Ave and Tecumseh St  

NB No Stopping 7AM-9AM (M-F) 150’ 6 0 / 0 Unoccupied 

SB Unrestricted 200’ 8 3 / 2 ≈ 40% 

3 – Between Tecumseh St and Elizabeth St  

NB No Stopping 7AM-9AM (M-F) 350’ 14 4 / 12 ≈ 85% 

SB Unrestricted 200’ 8 5 / 2 ≈ 60% 

4 – Between Elizabeth St and Johnston Ave  

NB No Stopping 7AM-9AM (M-F) 250’ 10 0 / 0 Unoccupied 

SB Unrestricted 250’ 10 5 / 5 ≈ 50% 

5 – Between Johnston Ave and Mansion St  

NB No Stopping 7AM-9AM (M-F) 675’ 27 0 / 0 Unoccupied 

SB Unrestricted 650’ 26 10 / 11 ≈ 40% 

6 – Between Mansion St and Glenwood Ave  

NB No Stopping 7AM-9AM (M-F) 1000’ 40 0 / 3 ≈ 10% 

SB Unrestricted 750’ 30 5 / 3 ≈ 15% 

7 – Between Glenwood Ave and Alluvian St  

NB No Stopping 7AM-9AM (M-F) 300’ 12 0 / 0 Unoccupied 

SB Unrestricted 300’ 12 0 / 0 Unoccupied 

TOTAL  

NB No Stopping 7AM-9AM (M-F) 3125’ 125 4 / 15 ≈ 12% 

SB Unrestricted 2650’ 106 28 / 23 ≈ 26% 

1 Estimated via aerial measurements and excluding additional block length reserved for existing bus stops, fire 

hydrants, crosswalks, driveway curb cuts, or other restrictions throughout the corridor. 
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Exhibit 16: On-Street Peak Parking Occupancy within the Hazelwood Area 
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Exhibit 17: Field Observation Sample – Vehicles Parked on Sidewalk 

 

 

Exhibit 18: Field Observation Sample – Staggered Northbound Lane Usage (AM Peak) 

 

 

Exhibit 19: Field Observation Sample – Dual Northbound Lane Usage (AM Peak) 
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TRAFFIC OPERATIONS 

Traffic Infrastructure 

From the perspective of pedestrian, bicycle, or vehicular traffic and related traffic signal or 

roadway infrastructure, potential maintenance needs and constraints were observed throughout 

the corridor. The study corridor and surrounding areas include numerous existing signalized 

intersections (Exhibit 20), and traffic signal maintenance needs, such as missing pedestrian 

signal pushbuttons, were noted at some locations. Existing railroad bridge constraints dictate 

unusual travel lane configurations near the Irvine Street/Greenfield Avenue intersection. Notable 

peak period traffic congestion and queuing were observed at multiple locations in the corridor, 

particularly at major junctions such as the Hot Metal Bridge and I-376/Bates Street area. 
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Exhibit 20: Signalized Intersection Locations 
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Traffic Signage 

As related to communicating multimodal travel guidance or constraints throughout the corridor, 

signage plays an important role, and a wide variety and volume of existing signs were generally 

observed. Noted potential issues may include sign consistency, sign placement, non-standard 

installations, or sign conditions. Collectively, the volume and placement of signs, particularly in 

the Hazelwood area, may contribute to sign clutter that visually affects the character of the 

community, as well as possible information overload that, for passing motorists, could be 

distracting, confusing, or difficult to quickly interpret. 
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Travel Times and Speeds 

Travel time runs were conducted in both the northbound and southbound directions during the 

AM and PM peak to be used as a measure of effectiveness of corridor performance and 

included delay at signalized intersections. Exhibit 21 illustrates the AM/PM travel time 

comparison of the corridor in minutes and per direction. As shown, travel times are comparable 

between the northbound and southbound directions during the AM peak even though the 

northbound is the peak direction with higher volumes traveling toward the City of Pittsburgh. At 

first glance this trend appears counter-intuitive when comparing its reciprocal trend in the PM 

peak where the southbound peak direction has a significantly longer travel time than the 

northbound off-peak direction. This counter-intuitive trend is due to the unique travel behavior 

within the Hazelwood area where the northbound parking restrictions allow for two narrow lanes 

of travel, resulting in similar speed-based congestion for both directions (Exhibit 22). 

In the PM southbound peak direction, approximately 61 percent of the travel delay occurs in the 

one-mile segment between Greenfield Avenue and Johnston Avenue, which is approximately 25 

percent of the entire corridor length. Also, approximately 36 percent of the travel delay occurs 

between the Hot Metal and Bates Street intersections in the PM northbound off-peak direction 

(Exhibit 23). 

 

Exhibit 21: Travel Time Summary 
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Exhibit 22: Travel Speed Summary (Weekday AM Peak) 
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Exhibit 23: Travel Speed Summary (Weekday PM Peak) 
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Queuing 

Queuing observations were made during the field data collection to note the maximum observed 

queue and prevalence of cycle failures at five signalized intersections in both the AM and PM 

peaks; these signalized intersections included: 

 SR 885/Second Avenue and Glenwood Avenue 

 SR 885/Irvine Street and Greenfield Avenue 

 SR 885/Second Avenue and Hot Metal Street 

 SR 885/Second Avenue and Bates Street 

 Second Avenue and 10th Street Bridge/Armstrong Tunnel 

Generally, four out of the five intersections (excluding Glenwood Avenue) had extensive 

mainline and side-street queuing and/or cycle failures during one or both peaks. In the PM peak, 

these four intersections had at least one movement with a queue past sight distance; therefore, 

the maximum queue was estimated based on the number of queued vehicles within sight 

distance and noted that actual queues extended through the benchmark. The Hot Metal and 

Bates Street intersections had multiple approaches where queues could not be accurately 

quantified due to the severe congestion and queuing. These observations match the collected 

travel times and speeds, particularly in the PM peak. 

Detailed queuing observations are compiled in Appendix D. 
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FREIGHT 
A variety of local and pass-through freight uses are evident throughout the corridor, ranging 

from curbside box-truck deliveries to local maintenance or public works uses, tractor-trailer 

traffic, and local rail yard access. This variety of vehicles that serve both local and regional 

aspects of the economy are a critical component of the SR 885 transportation corridor. Special 

consideration of freight, truck, and rail access will, therefore, be important to consider alongside 

future corridor, Complete Streets, or infrastructure improvement alternatives. 
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Major Freight/Industry Sites 

The Southwestern Pennsylvania Regional Freight Plan Identified Downtown Pittsburgh, 

Hazelwood, Homestead-Rankin, and West Mifflin – all locations accessible via portions of the 

study corridor – as key freight focus areas with respect to both existing freight clusters and 

future redevelopment. Those clusters directly on the corridor include, for example, aggregate 

and construction materials processing via the Hanson Pittsburgh Plant/Arrow Concrete site near 

Brady Street; rail and truck activities via Neville Aggregates Glenwood Terminal and the 

Pittsburgh Transflo Terminal in Hazelwood; and future development opportunities at the 

Hazelwood Green site (formerly LTV Steel). SR 885 also connects with areas reliant on freight 

to the south and east of the corridor, including major retail-based clusters at the Waterfront 

Development in nearby Homestead; industrial warehousing and Allegheny County airport 

activities in the West Mifflin area; and potentially the Carrie Furnace redevelopment site in 

Ranking (formerly Homestead Steel Works). 

Truck Volumes 

ATR counts at two sites included both traffic volume and vehicle classification data. Heavy 

vehicles are defined by FHWA as classes 5 through 13 based on size and number of axles 

where Classes 5-7 include single-unit trucks, Classes 8-10 include single trailer trucks, and 

Classes 11-13 include multi-trailer trucks. Based on these data, truck volumes along the study 

corridor generally ranged up to 800 trucks per day, with 65% of those as two to four-axle single-

unit trucks and the remaining 35% as single trailer or multi-trailer trucks (Exhibit 24). 

 

Exhibit 24: Truck Volumes and Distribution by Class 

SR 885 Truck Count Site 
Daily Truck 

Volume (NB) 

Daily Truck 

Volume (SB) 

Daily Truck 

Volume (2-Way) 

North of Glenwood Bridge ≈ 450 (5%) ≈ 300 (3%) ≈ 750 

North of Hazelwood Avenue ≈ 500 (6%) ≈ 300 (4%) ≈ 800 

 

65%

25%

10%

Single-Unit Trucks

Single-Trailer Trucks

Multi-Trailer Trucks
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SAFETY AND PUBLIC HEALTH 

CRASH ANALYSIS 
The SR 885/Second Avenue study corridor was analyzed to assess potential crash trends and 

overall safety performance based on historic crash data and existing roadway characteristics. 

The study encompassed five years of crash data (January 1, 2013 – December 31, 2017) 

provided by SPC via PennDOT’s Crash Data Access and Retrieval Tool (CDART) database. 

Study limits included Second Avenue from Tenth Street Bridge/Armstrong Tunnels to Glenwood 

Bridge, and Bates Street between Second Avenue and Boulevard of the Allies. Within this area 

during the five-year timeframe, a total of 243 crashes were reported – or the equivalent of 

approximately one crash every week throughout the study period. 

Crash patterns were reviewed to summarize activity based on crashes by severity (Exhibit 25) 

and by type (Exhibit 26). Related trends along the SR 885/Second Avenue corridor were also 

compared to comparable statewide proportions as reported in PennDOT’s compilation of 2017 

Pennsylvania Crash Facts and Statistics. Based on this, findings include the following: 

 By severity, approximately half (49%) of all crashes resulted in property damage 

only, slightly less (44%) resulted in some degree of injury, and very few (less 

than 2%) were fatal. All trends by severity are generally on par with statewide 

average conditions. 

 By type, most crashes were classified as Rear End (29%), Hit Fixed Object 

(27%), or Angle (25%) crash types, all of which are generally on par with 

statewide average conditions and typical of an urban arterial environment like 

that along SR 885/Second Avenue. 

 A closer review of the data also revealed 19 pedestrian crashes (8%) within the 

study corridor. Proportionally, this result is higher than the statewide average 

(approximately 3%), but also likely reflects a higher-degree of pedestrian activity 

along the study corridor as compared to the net total of corridors tracked in the 

statewide average (i.e. the statewide average would also include rural corridors 

and other locations with limited pedestrian background activity). 
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Exhibit 25: Crash Summary by Severity 

 

Exhibit 26: Crash Summary by Type 
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The study corridor was further analyzed to assess its safety performance based on 

methodologies outlined by AASHTO’s Highway Safety Manual (HSM), including HSM Part C 

(Predictive Method) coupled with PennDOT’s HSM Analysis Tool spreadsheet. These 

methods assess safety performance in terms of average annual crash frequencies, or crashes 

per year, based on (1) predicted averages derived from similar facilities, (2) expected 

averages that account for corridor-specific crash observations, and (3) a comparison of 

expected versus predicted averages to identify areas for potential safety improvement (i.e. 

areas where the expected values exceed the predicted values). Detailed HSM analyses and 

input assumptions are compiled in Appendix E; summary results are presented below. 

For the HSM analyses, the corridor was sub-divided to review 8 roadway segments (A-H) and 

18 intersections (1-18) (Exhibit 27). Based on expected versus predicted crash frequencies, all 

eight roadway segments were reported as performing similar to or better than comparable 

facilities. However, six intersections (highlighted in Exhibit 27) were flagged as having positive 

potential for safety improvements and include the following: 

 Intersection 6 – Bates Street at the I-376 Interchange Ramps: This location is a stop-

controlled, high-volume, and often congested junction for travel between I-376 to/from 

the east, the Oakland area to/from the north, and the Second Avenue corridor to/from 

the south. During peak periods, it can be impacted by queue spillback from downstream 

congestion affecting the I-376 eastbound on-ramps, plus congestion at the nearby Bates 

Street intersection with Second Avenue, less than 250’ to the south. Rear End and Angle 

crash types were common, and two pedestrian crashes were noted at this location. 

 Intersection 8 – Second Avenue at Hot Metal Bridge: This location is a signalized, high-

volume, T-intersection that serves as an important access point not just along the 

Second Avenue corridor, but also between the South Side, Oakland area, and I-376 via 

nearby connections along Bates Street, less than 500’ to the north. Congestion, queue 

spillback, and periodic intersection blockages along Second Avenue between the Hot 

Metal Bridge and Bates Street can be significant. The area also provides an important 

pedestrian/bicycle linkage to the surrounding trail network via ramp connections to the 

Hot Metal Bridge and the related trail overpass above Second Avenue. Rear End and 

Angle crash types were common. 

 Intersections 13-16 – Second Avenue through Hazelwood at Flowers Avenue, 

Tecumseh Street, Elizabeth Street, and Johnston Avenue:  This cluster of closely-

spaced intersections is located at the center of Hazelwood’s downtown business stretch. 

Multimodal usage through this area involves vehicular traffic along Second Avenue; 

Hazelwood residential, commercial, and community activities (e.g. The Hazelwood 

Center and library); heavily-used on-street parking; active transit stops; and multiple 

signalized and unsignalized pedestrian crossings. Within this 4-6 block area, 11 

pedestrian crashes were noted, which accounts for almost 60% of the total pedestrian 

crash count for the corridor. 
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Exhibit 27: Crash Analysis Segments and Intersections 

 

* NOTE: “Potential for Safety Improvements” as based on HSM analyses and PennDOT’s HSM Analysis Tool. 
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TRAVEL BEHAVIOR 

ROADWAY TYPICAL SECTIONS 
Roadway configurations and cross-sections were measured and documented at several 

locations, particularly where geometry/layout, roadway/sidewalk widths and/or topography 

changed along the corridor. Exhibit 28 includes representations of corridor-specific 2-, 3-, and 4-

lane roadway typical sections while 2-Lane Reference Location: SR 885/Second Avenue, north of 

Tecumseh Street 

Exhibit 29 displays the typical section transitions along the entire study corridor. As previously 

discussed and shown in Exhibit 28, all on-street parking is permitted within the Hazelwood 

neighborhood between Glenwood Avenue and Hazelwood Avenue on both sides of the roadway 

as well as sidewalks and bus stop locations on either side with offset store fronts. When parking 

is restricted from 7 AM to 9 AM Monday through Friday, the northbound lane is intermittently 

treated as a partial or full travel lane with staggered or side-by-side vehicle travel, where 

possible and/or needed. 

Generally, as the traveler heads north along the corridor and the number of travel lanes 

increases, the sidewalk transitions to only one side of the roadway while the other side is lined 

with a fence, guiderail, or retaining wall. Most of the corridor consists of cross-sections ranging 

from 45 feet to 60 feet in total available width unless at an intersection where the width may 

exceed 70 feet to accommodate turn lanes and sidewalks on either side of the roadway, such 

as Bates Street to Hot Metal Street.  

All documented roadway configurations and cross-sections can be found in Appendix F. 
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Exhibit 28: Sample Typical Sections 

 

4-Lane Reference Location: SR 885/Second Avenue, north of Swinburne Street 

 

3-Lane Reference Location: SR 885/Irvine Street, north of Berwick Street and Lewis Playground 

 

2-Lane Reference Location: SR 885/Second Avenue, north of Tecumseh Street 

4-LANE 

3-LANE 

2-LANE 
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Exhibit 29: Corridor-Wide Typical Section Transitions   
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TRAVEL ORIGINS AND DESTINATIONS 
The existing travel origins and destinations of SR 885/Second Avenue were determined using 

Streetlight Data. Streetlight Data is an online tool that processes real-time location data from 

mobile devices and interpolates it into traveler statistics, including travel origins and 

destinations. All travel origin and destination analyses have been summarized visually using 

maps from the Streetlight Data platform. 

Origin-destination analyses were conducted for two trip scenarios: (1) trips beginning/ending in 

the corridor, and (2) trips that start outside SR 885/Second Avenue, travel along the entire 

corridor, and end outside of the corridor. These analyses determined the most common origins 

and destinations over a 24-hour period. Scenario results are summarized below and mapped in 

Exhibit 30 through Exhibit 35:  

Outbound Travel per Exhibit 30: The most common destinations for outbound trips that begin in 

the study corridor are: 

 Downtown Pittsburgh 

 Oakland neighborhood 

 South Side Flats neighborhood 

 Borough of Homestead, specifically the Waterfront Shopping Center 

 Greenfield neighborhood 

 Boroughs of Pleasant Hills and Glassport, specifically to Century III Mall and adjacent 

shopping centers 

 Technology Center near the Hot Metal Bridge 

Inbound Travel per Exhibit 31: The most common origins of inbound trips that end in the study 

corridor are: 

 Downtown Pittsburgh 

 Oakland neighborhood 

 South Side Flats neighborhood 

 Borough of Homestead 

 Greenfield neighborhood 
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Exhibit 30: Travel Patterns – Outbound (Study Corridor Origin to External Destination) 

Exhibit 31: Travel Patterns – Inbound (External Origin to Study Corridor Destination) 

         Percentage of Trips 

     0 -< 1                  1 -<1.5                       1.5 -<2                          >2 

 

               Percentage of Trips 

     0 -< 1                    1 -<1.5                      1.5 -<2                         >2 

 

1 

2 
3 

1 

2 

3 

Estimated Total Trips: 

12,700 

Top Locations: 

1. Oakland  

2. South Side Flats 

3. Greenfield 

Estimated Total Trips: 

12,900 

Top Locations: 

1. Oakland  

2. South Side Flats 

3. Downtown 
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Through-Traffic Destinations (Northbound) per Exhibit 32: The most common destinations of 
trips that use the entirety of Second Avenue/SR 885 northbound from Glenwood Bridge to 10th 
Street as a through route are: 

 Downtown Pittsburgh 

 South Side Flats neighborhood 

 North Shore neighborhood/Borough of Bellevue 

Through-Traffic Origins (Northbound) per Exhibit 33: The most common origins of trips that use 

the entirety of Second Avenue/SR 885 northbound from 10th Street to Glenwood Bridge as a 

through route are: 

 Allegheny County Airport and surrounding shopping centers 

 Borough of Pleasant Hills and surrounding area 

 Borough of Homestead and surrounding area 

 Boroughs of McKeesport, Glassport, West Mifflin, Versailles, Forward Township, and 

surrounding areas 

 Borough of Chalfant and surrounding area 

Through-Traffic Destinations (Southbound) per Exhibit 34: The most common destinations of 
trips that use the entirety of Second Avenue/SR 885 southbound from 10th Street to Glenwood 
Bridge as a through route are: 

 Allegheny County Airport and surrounding shopping centers 

 Borough of Pleasant Hills and surrounding area 

 Borough of Homestead and surrounding area 

 Boroughs of McKeesport, Glassport, West Mifflin, Versailles, Forward Township, and 

surrounding areas 

 Borough of Chalfant and surrounding area 

Through-Traffic Origins (Southbound) per Exhibit 35: The most common origins of trips that use 

the entirety of Second Avenue/SR 885 southbound from 10th Street to Glenwood Bridge as a 

through route are: 

 Downtown Pittsburgh 

 South Side Flats neighborhood 

 North Shore neighborhood/Borough of Bellevue 

 Pittsburgh International Airport 
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Exhibit 32: Travel Patterns – Northbound Through-Traffic (Destinations) 

  

Exhibit 33: Travel Patterns – Northbound Through-Traffic (Origins) 

                  Percentage of Trips 

     0 -<0.5                   0.5 -<3.5                    3.5 -<6                       6 -<8                        >8 

 

                   Percentage of Trips 

     0 -<0.5                   0.5 -<3.5                    3.5 -<6                       6 -<8                     3 >8 

 

1 

1 

2 

3 

2 
3 

Estimated Total Trips: 600 

Top Locations: 

1. Downtown 

2. North Shore 

3. Borough of Bellevue 

Estimated Total Trips: 600 

Top Locations: 

1. Allegheny County 

Airport/Borough of Pleasant Hills  

2. Boroughs of 

Versailles/McKeesport  
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Exhibit 34: Travel Patterns – Southbound Through-Traffic (Destinations) 

  

Exhibit 35: Travel Patterns – Southbound Through-Traffic (Origins) 
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Additionally, Streetlight Data was used to determine the overall number of trips in the corridor 

and break those trips down into through trips and non-through trips on the corridor. Non-through 

trips are trips that either begin or end on Second Avenue/SR 885. Through trips are trips that 

did not begin or end on Second Avenue/SR 885, but traveled on it at some point in the trip.  

This data is useful for estimating the number of trips that would occur in the study area if an 
improvement is made to an adjacent roadway. Through trips can potentially divert to an 
alternate route if that alternate route is improved. Non-through trips will not shift to an improved 
route. This information helps create a more precise estimate of potential future travel patterns 
and can be used to measure potential effectiveness of proposed transportation improvements in 
the region. 

The comparison of through traffic and non-through traffic from Streetlight Data is summarized 

below and in Exhibit 36. 

 Estimated 93,792 total trips take place at some point along the study corridor per day 

 27% of the total trips are non-through trips 

o Estimated 26,600 trips 

 12,700 of these trips estimated to originate in the corridor study area 

 12,900 of these trips estimated to end in the corridor study area 

 73% of the total trips are through trips 

o Estimated 68,200 trips 

 66,500 of these trips estimated to use only a portion of the corridor 

 1,700 of these trips estimated to use the entire corridor 

 

  

Exhibit 36: Travel Patterns – Study Area Traffic versus Through-Traffic (by Percentage) 

27%

73%

Total Trips on Second Ave / SR 885

To/From/Within Study Area Through Trips
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TRAVEL MODE SPLIT 
The SR 885/Second Avenue study corridor has infrastructure for multiple modes of motorized 

and non-motorized transportation to travel from point A to point B such as by vehicle (riding 

alone or ridesharing), bus, bicycle, or walking. However, as previously discussed, there are 

gaps in the existing infrastructure related to accessibility and connectivity, particularly when 

traveling via bus, bicycle, or walking. The SR 885/Second Avenue corridor is also a vital 

commuter and freight route, serving SOV, non-SOV, and trucks. Exhibit 37 and Exhibit 38 

illustrate person-throughput by mode at two representative locations, Hot Metal Street and 

Glenwood Avenue, during the PM peak. Traveling as SOV is currently the dominant mode 

choice, carrying between 1,400 and 2,400 people along the corridor. However, it should be 

noted that the data is representative at the intersection level and only accounts for pedestrians 

and bicyclists who used the crosswalks/roadway at these two locations, excluding trail usage. 
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Exhibit 37: Travel Throughput by Mode (at Hot Metal Street - PM Peak) 

 

 

Exhibit 38: Travel Throughput by Mode (at Glenwood Avenue - PM Peak) 
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SUMMARY 

This summary reviewed existing conditions along the SR 885/Second Avenue study corridor 

between the Tenth Street Bridge/Armstrong Tunnel intersection in the north and the SR 837 

interchange in the south. It identified important local and regional travel and multimodal 

transportation contexts relevant to the study corridor and surrounding areas. Important to this 

context are the findings of several previous or ongoing study efforts (independent of this plan) 

that have encompassed general themes such as: 

 Mobility and Accessibility 

 Economic Growth and Revitalization 

 Environmental Sustainability 

 Community Enhancement and Identity 

 Equity and Health 

Updated study efforts herein provide additional quantitative and qualitative detail to summarize 

the existing non-motorized transportation networks (i.e. pedestrian and bicycle relevant topics) 

alongside the existing motorized transportation networks (i.e. transit, automobile, traffic 

operations, and freight topics). These details provide the foundation for reviewing existing safety 

and travel behavior patterns, which subsequently will be an important base from which to gather 

additional input from the project’s stakeholder and public outreach and engagement efforts.  

Collectively, these findings will continue to support the exploration of specific transportation 

needs, future trends, and potential improvement strategies along the SR 885/Second Avenue 

study corridor as the plans moves forward into subsequent phases of the study. 



 
 

 


